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Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas: The Norse 
Discovery of America, New York: Penguin Books, 1965.  
Greenlanders' Saga, chapter 7, "Karlsefni in Vinland," pp. 64-67; 
Erik's Saga, chapter 11, "The Skraelings Attack," pp. 99-101, and Chapter 12, 
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Emperor Shengzong in 1027. 
V. Minorsky (trans.) Sharaf al-Zamān Ṭāhir Marvazī on China, the Turks, and India 
(London: The Royal Asiatic Society, 1942), pp. 19-21, sections 21-24. 
Optional: "Notes on Shengzong's letter," pp. 79-82. 
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Friedrich Hirth and W. W. Rockhill, Chau Ju-kua, his Work on the Chinese and Arab 
Trade in the twelth and thirteenth centuries, entitled Chu-fan-chi (St. Petersburg: 
Imperial Academy of Sciences, 1911), chapter 20 "Baghdad (Da Qin 大秦)," pp. 
102-104 (notes optional); Chapter 21 "India (Tianzhu 天竺)," pp. 110-111 (notes 
optional). Chapter 22 "The Arabs" (Dashi 大食), pp. 119 last paragraph only (notes 
optional). I have also included the Zhonghua shuju original of these passages for your 
reference. 
 
Week 6: Valerie Hansen draft article, "The World in the Year 1000."  
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pdf, "2016 Sept 19 The World in the Year 1000." Review pp. 1-9; scan pp. 10-46; Read 
pp. 46-47 (the notes are optional). 
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The World in the Year 1000 

When Globalization Began 

 

 The year 1000 marked the true beginning of globalization, not 1492 – when 

Columbus’s first voyage triggered the massive exchange of plants, animals, and human 

populations that initiated the Age of Discovery.1  That is because in the year 1000 a 

number of expanding kingdoms and empires began to brush up against each other for the 

first time, causing goods, people, and ideas to move into new regions.2 These 

																																																								
1 The classic study is Alfred W. Crosby’s The Columbian Exchange: Biological and 
Cultural Consequences of 1492 (Greenwood Publishing Company, Westport, 1971). 
2 There is a genre of books, many conceived of or published around 2000, when interest 
in the previous millennium was high. This was when the editors of the Wall Street 
Journal did their brilliant mockup of the front page, complete with all the features of the 
modern WSJ; see http://interactive.wsj.com/public/resources/documents/mill-1-1000.htm 
The original print version had more text and was decidedly Eurocentric; the e-version is a 
real improvement. 
 Two books from this time have very similar titles but show how differently 
historians thought about the world sixteen years ago, before historians became interested 
in global connectivity. Robert Lacey and Danny Danziger, Year 1000:  What Life was 
Like at the Turn of the First Millennium: an Englishman's World (Little, Brown, 1999) 
focuses mostly on England, with some treatment of Western Europe. Describing the nitty 
gritty of life within a given month, each chapter does not address any larger issues. James 
Heitzman and Wolfgang Schenkluhn’s The World in the Year 1000 (University Press of 
America, 2004) presents essays by specialists about individual regions in the year 1000, 
but they do not explore contacts across different regions.  
 The most interesting of these books is John Man’s Atlas of the Year 
1000 (Harvard University Press, 2001), which poses very similar questions to this book. 
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serendipitous and episodic contacts ultimately produced today’s globalized world.   

Figure #1: Map of the World’s Major Regions in the Year 1000. 

 Consider an example: in 1000 CE Leif Erikson and his followers touched down 

on the northern tip of Newfoundland Island, having sailed across the north Atlantic from 

Greenland to Canada.3 Their landing was the first certain crossing into the Americas from 

Eurasia since the earliest settlers had traversed the Beringia icebridge from Siberia to 

Alaska at least 14,500 years before the present.4  Leif Erikson’s arrival signaled the 

expansion of the Northern European region, the area defined by the range of Viking raids, 

																																																																																																																																																																					
The book’s atlas format, each page with a map and an accompanying description, gives it 
a discontinuous feel. Still, it is clearly a book that was ahead of its time. 
3 This assertion combines archeological information from the site of L’Anse aux 
Meadows with textual evidence from the two Icelandic sagas that record the voyages: the 
Greendlanders’ Saga and Eirik’s Saga. All citations to these texts in this article are from: 
Magnus Magnusson and Hermann Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas: The Norse 
Discovery of America, New York: Penguin Books, 1965. Information about dating on 24, 
29-30. For archeology, see: Birgitta L. Wallace, Birgitta, Westward Vikings: The Saga of 
L’Anse aux Meadows (St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada: Historic Sites Association of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, 2006); Birgitta Wallace, “The Norse in Newfoundland: 
L’Anse aux Meadows and Vinland,” Newfoundland Studies 19.1 (spring 2003): 5-43; 
William W. Fitzhugh and Elisabeth J. Ward, Vikings: The North Atlantic Saga 
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2000).  
4 American archeologists have all but abandoned the Clovis hypothesis, which proposed 
that the earliest settlers in the Americas were the peoples who made stone blades like 
those discovered at Clovis, New Mexico in 1929 and which date to 13,500 BP. Evidence 
from multiple sites has pushed back the date of the first humans to at least 14,500 cal BP, 
and possibly as early as 18,500 cal BP, the date of the level at the Chilean Site of Monte 
Verde with recognizable human footprints. It is possible that the first humans arrived 
even earlier, at the time of the layer just below, dating to 33,000 BP, but the evidence for 
human occupation at that time is less convincing. A recent find from Florida reinforces 
the date of 14,500 BP. Jessi J. Haligan, Michael R. Waters at al., “Pre-Clovis Occupation 
14,550 years ago at the Page-Ladson Site, Florida, and the Peopling of the Americas,” 
Science Advances. Accessed 6-14-16 at: 
http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/2/5/e1600375; TD Dillehay, Ocampo C, 
Saavedra J, Sawakuchi AO, Vega RM, Pino M, et al. (2015) New Archaeological 
Evidence for an Early Human Presence at Monte Verde, Chile. PLoS ONE 10(11): 
e0141923. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0141923; Thomas D. Dillehay, The Settlement of the 
Americas: A New Prehistory (New York: Basic Books, 2000).. 
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all the way across the North Atlantic to North America, where Norsemen encountered 

indigenous Amerindians for the first time. As this article will show, similar instances of 

new cross-regional contacts occurred in eastern Europe, west Africa, Central Asia and 

North India, Northeast Asia, the Indian Ocean, and Mesoamerica. 

 Surprisingly, no new technology caused this burst of travel. The expansion of 

regions occurred simply because people walked, rode animals, or drove carts overland 

farther than they had gone before. Or they traversed water in canoes or sailboats with no 

navigational instruments, but simply by dead reckoning, using the stars and currents to 

find their way. 

 If there was no significant technological change, what spurred expansion? 

Leading up to the year 1000 the climate warmed slightly, as the medieval optimum 

continued (this was before the Little Ice Age started in 1300),5 and agricultural yields in 

Western Europe, India, and China increased markedly, freeing some from having to work 

the land full time.  In these same regions population grew dramatically. 6  

 The internal dynamics of warbands also contributed to the formation of broader 

territories in Eurasia because aspiring chieftains led their followers to seek new territory 

																																																								
5 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 18, 21-23; Astrid E. J. Ogilvie, L. 
K. Barlow and A. E. Jennings, “North Atlantic Climate ca. AD 1000: Millennial 
Reflections on the Viking discoveries of Iceland, Greenland, and North American,” 
Weather 55.2 (2000): 34-45; G. H.	Miller, et al. (2012), “Abrupt onset of the Little Ice 
Age triggered by volcanism and sustained by sea-ice/ocean feedbacks,” Geophys. Res. 
Lett., doi:10.1029/2011GL050168. 
6 Eric L. Jones, The European Miracle: Environments, Economies, and Geopolitics in the 
History of Europe and Asia  (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981, 1987); 
Robert M. Hartwell, "Demographic, Political, and Social Transformations of China," 
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 42 (1982): 365-442; R. I. Moore, The First European 
Revolution, c. 970-1215 (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2000). 
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away from already occupied areas.7 The career of Erik illustrates this nicely. In 980, after 

being found guilty of murder, Leif’s father, Erik the Red, was exiled for three years from 

Iceland; already banned from Norway, he set off for new territory, in his case Greenland, 

which had been sighted sometime around 900.8 When his sentence was up, he led a group 

of Icelandic followers to the east coast of Greenland, where they established the Eastern 

Settlement.9  

 In 1000 his son Leif, acting on news of unsettled lands to the west, set sail in the 

hope of finding a base for himself and plunder to reward his men.10 The Vinland Sagas 

do not call Erik, Leif, or Leif’s sister Freydis, chieftains or use the word “warbands” for 

their followers, but they make it clear that the three led their own retinues whose loyalty 

they rewarded with plunder. 

 Of course, the Icelandic sagas are not dry, factual chronicles. Storytellers shaped 

their accounts with specific goals in mind, usually glorifying the deeds of an ancestor.11 

																																																								
7 Historians of different regions have analyzed the workings of warbands and how 
chieftains rewarded their followers; these bands existed across all of Eurasia at this time, 
in both sedentary and nomadic societies, as Jonathan Karam Skaff has shown in his 
pioneering reinterpretation of Max Weber’s concept of patrimonialism. See his Sui-Tang 
China and its Turko-Mongol Neighbors: Culture, Power, and Connections, 580-800 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2012), 12-15, 75-104. For Western and Northern 
Europe, see Timothy Reuter, “Plunder and Tribute in the Carolingian Empire,” 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 5th ser., 35 (1985): 75–94; Anders Winroth, 
The Conversion of Scandinavia: Vikings, Merchants, and Missionaries in the Remaking 
of Northern Europe (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012), 10-11, 41-51. 
8 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 16-17; Gwyn Jones, A History of 
the Vikings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968), 290.  
9 In the introduction to The Vinland Sagas, the translators Magnusson and Palsson date 
Erik’s trip to Greenland in 981 or 982; the Íslendingabók (Book of Icelanders) gives 986. 
The Vinland Sagas 17, 26.  
10 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 51-56. 
11 Scholars of the Icelandic sagas have debated the relationship between the oral accounts 
and written versions as well as their veracity for more than a century. Theodore M. 
Andersson suggests seven types of anecdotes (for example, biographical accounts) were 
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Two sagas describe the Norse voyages to the Americas. Erik’s Saga was composed in 

support the canonization of Björn Gilsson (d. 1162), who was a descendant of Thorfinn 

Karlsefni and his wife Gudrid,12 while the Greenlanders’ Saga relates the discoveries of 

Leif and his siblings Thorvald, Thorstein, and Freydis.13 The sagas certainly contain later 

interpolations: for example, no one gives credence to the account in Erik’s Saga that the 

king of Norway ordered Leif to convert Greenland to Christianity.14  

 Still, the sequence these two accounts give for the settlement Iceland (874), 

Greenland (985), and Newfoundland (1000) matches the archeological record.  

Archeological evidence also confirms the social divisions between chieftains and 

followers as described in the sagas. Hall A at L’Anse aux Meadows15 has a special room 

for the chieftain and his wife, while his followers slept together in a communal room.16 

 Many different exchanges resulted when peoples from two previously 

unconnected regions came into contact. The sagas report that the Norse traded red cloth 

and fresh milk from their cows for furs and pelts from the residents of Vinland, the Norse 

																																																																																																																																																																					
likely to have circulated orally and that authors could draw on them when they wrote 
their versions; The Growth of the Medieval Icelandic Sagas (1180-1280) (Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 2006). See also Margaret Cormack, “Fact and Fiction in the Icelandic 
Sagas,” History Compass 5.1 (2007): 201-217. 
12 Gudrid was the widow of Erik’s son Thorstein and the wife of Thorfinn Karlsefni. See 
Nancy Marie Brown, The Far Traveler: Voyages of a Viking Woman (New York: 
Mariner Books, 2006); Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 10. 
13 Composed in Iceland around 1200, Greenlanders’ Saga survives in manuscripts dating 
to 1387. Erik’s Saga, composed around 1264, was a rewrite of Greenlanders’ Saga 
designed to glorify Thorfinn Karlsefni; a manuscript version dated between 1306 and 
1308 has now been lost. See Erik Wahlgren, “Vinland Sagas,” in Medieval Scandinavia 
An Encyclopedia (New York: Garland Publishing, 1993), 704-705; Wallace, Westward 
Vikings, 20. 
14 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 85, for the king’s order.  
15 L’Anse aux Meadows is a corruption of the French name of the village, L’Anse aux 
Meduses, or Jellyfish Cove. 
16 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 13. 
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name for the place that is most likely modern Nova Scotia or Newfoundland. All over the 

world, goods exchanged overland were most often lightweight like feathers, small 

handicrafts, or medicines. Ships could carry heavier items like aromatic woods, incense, 

medicines, coins, gold, and silver. In the year 1000 all these objects traveled greater 

distances than they had in earlier times, with one important exception: after the turn of 

the Common Era, Roman trade networks had extended all the way to the west coast of 

southern India.17 But Rome’s long-distance trade was limited to one region while the year 

1000 saw the simultaneous expansion of trade networks all around the world. 

 These contacts had far greater impact than the simple exchange of a few unusual 

goods. Plants and animals moved into new regions with far-reaching effects. New 

technologies moved as well; paper, originally from China, entered Europe from Central 

Asia.18 Information about distant neighbors circulated first among geographers but then 

more widely. 

 Information about the religious beliefs of other societies had the greatest impact 

on the highest number of people at the time. Many new states formed around the year 

1000, and to enhance their power, their rulers devoted considerable thought to the 

question of what religion to adopt for themselves and their subjects. In addition to the 

perceived benefits of affiliating with a powerful divinity and church, a ruler could also 

associate with other rulers who patronized the same faith. Records of decisions made 

around the year 1000 from the Volga, sub-Saharan Africa, central Asia, and Southeast 

Asia show how widely the knowledge of world religions and different states spread. By 

																																																								
17 Vimala Begley, “Arikamedu Reconsidered,” American Journal of Archaeology 87. 4 
(1983): 461-481. 
18 Jonathan Bloom, Paper Before Print: The History and Impact of Paper in the Islamic 
World (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001). 
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the year 1000, most rulers in Afro-Eurasia knew about the belief systems of their 

neighbors and those living farther away.  

   

 When rulers chose to adopt a religion for their realm, they selected from a 

increasingly short list. Smaller religions, like Manichaeism or Turkic Shamanism, that 

had existed before the year 1000 died out because ambitious rulers abandoned them in 

favor of larger, more established regions. The decisions of new rulers seeking to increase 

their power explains the dramatic expansion of Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and 

Buddhism at this time. Remarkably, no new world religions arose after the year 1000.  

There were a few exceptions like Mormonism, Bahai, and Sikhism, but even these 

combined elements of religions already firmly in place by 1000.  

Sources  

  Written and archeological evidence as well as oral testimony permit the sketching 

of these incipient contacts around the world. In the literate cores, people drew up records 

in Icelandic, Latin, Arabic, Chinese, Tamil, and Sanskrit. Geographers and historians 

often relate information about distant places, with the accounts in Arabic providing the 

most detail about the residents, trade goods, routes, and customs of the largest number of 

places.  

 Archeological evidence is key to recognizing this incipient globalization. At the 

most basic level, if a distinctive rock, mineral, or shell known to be from one place 

surfaces somewhere else, we can reconstruct the route of the transported item to the new 

location. The discovery of a single bronze pin confirmed the identity of the Norsemen 
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who settled at the Canadian site of L’Anse aux Meadows.19 Similarly, across Scandinavia 

are hoards containing thousands of silver Abbasid coins with Arabic inscriptions – 

payment for the amber, fur, and slaves exported from northern Europe to modern Iraq and 

Iran in the period between 800 and 1000.20  

 Baltic amber traveled even farther, all the way to north of Beijing, as chemical 

analysis of amber from Inner Mongolia demonstrates.21 In Southeast Asian waters, 

multiple shipwrecks contain the remnants of spices and fragrances exchanged for Chinese 

porcelains, while LiDAR (an archeological tool that works on the principle of radar but 

uses light from a laser) reveals the dimensions of ancient temples at Angkor Wat.22 And 

																																																								
19 This pin is the same as those in use in Ireland and Scotland between 920 and 1050 
(Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 22). See the classic study of the original excavation: 
Helge Ingstad and Anne Stine Ingstad, The Viking discovery of America:the Excavation 
of a Norse Settlement in L'Anse aux Meadows, Newfoundland (St. John's, Newfoundland: 
Checkmark Books, 2001), photo of the pin on Fig. 24, page 160. Although the Ingstads  
always receive credit for the discovery, others had earlier proposed L’Anse aux Meadows 
as a likely Viking site on the basis of the descriptions in the Vinland Sagas. In 1914, a 
resident of Habour Grace on Newfoundland suggested that the Vikings had landed at 
L’Anse aux Meadows, but he did no excavations. W. A Munn, Wineland Voyages: 
Location of Helluland, Markland and Vinland, (St. John’s Newfoundland: Evening 
Telegram Limited, 1946 reprint of 1914 privately printed pamphlet). For those who 
proposed L’Anse aux Meadows as the Viking settlement between Munn and the Ingstads, 
see Wallace, Westward Vikings, 29-30. 
20 Ross Samson, “Fighting with Silver: Rethinking Trading, Raiding, and Hoarding,” in 
Social Approaches to Viking Studies, edited by Ross Samson (Glasgow: Cruithne Press, 
1991) 123-133. 
21 Xu Xiaodong, “Multi-Cultural Characteristics of Liao Amber and the Source of Raw 
Material: Amber from the Tomb of Princess Chen and her Consort,” in: Aleksander 
Palavestra et al (ed.) Amber in archaeology: proceedings of the fifth International 
Conference on Amber in Archaeology (Belgrade : National Museum, 2009) 238-249, 
especially 242-243. 
22 Michael Flecker, “Early Voyaging in the South China Sea: Implications on Territorial 
Claims,” Nalanda-Sriwijaya Centre Working Paper Series 19 (2015): 1-53, with a 
helpful chart of all known shipwrecks on p. 39; Roland Fletcher, Damian Evans, 
Christophe Pottier, and Chhay Rachna, “Angkor Wat: an introduction,” Antiquity 89 
(2015): 1388-1401; Damian Evans and Roland Fletcher, “The Landscape of Angkor Wat 
Redefined,” Antiquity 89 (2015): 1402-1419. 
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metalworkers at Chichén Itzá worked gold for the first time, quite possibly using metal 

technology originating in the Andean region in South America.23  

   

 This survey of the globe commences with the Norsemen because their arrival at 

L’Anse aux Meadows was a distinct event that occurred in the year 1000. Instances of 

trans-regional contact elsewhere in the world occurred more gradually. We proceed east, 

probing the various points of contact among previously unconnected regions, until we 

encounter the Vikings again, this time in a location not previously thought to be part of 

their ambit.24  

 

The Vikings Go West 

 When Leif Erikson set sail from Greenland, he knew his destination; the lands to 

the west first spotted by Bjarni Herjolfsson in 986. Blown off course when rounding the 

southern tip of Greenland, Bjarni had seen some “well wooded” lands “with low hills,” as 

he reported to the followers of Eric the Red when he finally arrived in Greenland later 

that year.25 Atlantic winds routinely prevented Norse mariners from reaching their 

																																																								
23	Jeffrey	Quilter	and	John	W.	Hoopes,	ed.,	Gold	and	Power	in	Ancient	Costa	Rica,	
Panama,	and	Columbia	(Washington,	D.C.:	Dumbarton	Oaks,	2003).	
24 A note about terminology: “Norse” and “Scandinavian” are the broader terms because 
they refer to the residents of Northern Europe, while “Viking” specifically denotes 
someone who engaged in a raid.  
25 As Birgitta Wallace notes, the Greenland Current, which is cold, encounters the much 
warmer Gulf Stream at Cape Farewell, the southern tip of Greenland, and the resultant 
fog and winds frequently blow boats off their intended course. “Norse in Newfoundland,” 
8. Gwyn Jones, A History of the Vikings (New York: Oxford University Press, 1968) 290 
makes the same point about Erik the Red; he went to Greenland because of a reported 
sighting some fifty years earlier. 
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destinations.26 Of the twenty-five ships that Erik had led to Greenland in the previous 

year, only fourteen arrived; “some were driven back, some were lost at sea,” laconically 

comments the Greenlanders’ Saga.27 And, a few years later, on a summer on a voyage to 

Norway, unfavorable winds forced Leif’s boat to land on the Hebrides instead. As he 

waited for the winds to shift, he courted a noblewoman named Thorgunna, who married 

and joined him when he resumed his journey.28  

 The Norse boats were famed for their flexible light-weight construction, speed, 

and ability to land in shallow waters. The builders used axes and wedges to hew planks 

from oak and pine tree trunks, overlapped them slightly, and then nailed them onto a 

rounded frame with small nails called “clinkers.” Because the Norse buried the dead in 

ships, multiple ships have been excavated from all over Scandinavia. No archeologist has 

found any evidence of any navigational tools used by the Norse anywhere in the world. 29 

The earliest ships were rowboats with no sails, well-suited to travel within Scandinavia, 

but with the introduction of square sail in the late eighth century, the ships grew larger, 

some over 30 meters, and possibly even reaching 36 meters long around the year 1000. 

The ships had different purposes: warships were long and narrow, cargo ships, shorter 

and broader. When traveling inland on rivers, the Norse switched to lighter vessels 

suitable for overland portaging.30 

																																																								
26 Replicas of Viking ships have also failed to reach their destinations; Wallace, 
Westward Vikings, 94. 
27 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 50-51. 
28 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 84.  
29 Although some authors claim that the Vikings used sunstones to navigate, the experts 
in the field reject these claims as unlikely: Wallace, Westward Vikings, 94; Winroth, Age 
of the Vikings, 84-86.  
30 Anders Winroth, The Age of the Vikings (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 
73-75. 
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  After buying Bjarni’s ship, Leif and some thirty-five men set off to find the lands 

sighted by Bjarni.31 The ship must have had seats for some thirty rowers as well as a sail. 

After two stops at unsuitable locations (probably Baffin Island and Labrador), the Norse 

landed on an island with sweet grass, salmon, and longer days than “in either Greenland 

or Iceland.” And when one of Leif’s men, a German named Tyrkir the Southerner, 

reported finding “vines and grapes,” Leif named the place Vinland.32 

 What was the northernmost limit for wild grapes? Maine, or, if the climate was 

slightly warmer, possibly Nova Scotia. Definitely not Newfoundland. Just as the textual 

evidence suggests that the Norse went south of Newfoundland, so, too, does the 

archeological. The L’Anse aux Meadows site produced three butternuts and one butternut 

burl, whose northern limit was the St Lawrence River valley to the west of Baie St. Paul, 

hence they must have come from farther south.33  

  L’Anse aux Meadows was probably not the main site occupied by the Norse, 

which the sagas call Leif’s booths, (Leifsbudir; “booth” refers to four low walls that one 

could make into a temporary dwelling by covering them with a cloth).34 The site appears 

to have been primarily a ship repair site. Unlike typical Norse settlements in Iceland and 

																																																								
31 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 53. Leif’s purchase of the boat, 
54. Longer days, 56. 
32 The name Vinland has excited controversy. How could the Norse name a place 
Vinland if grapes did not grow there? One group of historians holds that the vin in 
Vinland has a short “i” vowel and means “wheat,” not “grapes” (vìn, with a long “i” 
vowel), while the other cites the sequence of events in the sagas – sighting of grapes, 
subsequent naming of island – as definitive. Erik Wahlgren comes down hard and 
persuasively on the side of the long vowel; a generic name like “land of meadows” 
conveys nothing, while “land of grapes” entices.  Wahlgren, “Fact and Fancy,” in Old 
Norse Literature and Mythology: A Symposium, edited by Edgar C. Polomé (Austin: 
University of Texas Press, 1969) 44, 52-53; Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland 
Sagas, 58n1; Ingstads, Viking Discovery, 105-109. 
33 The limit was 47 degrees north. Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 26.  
34 Erik Wahlgren, “Fact and Fancy,” 56n63. 
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Greenland, it had no agricultural fields nearby and could not have sustained its 

residents.35 Only 8 structures, which could sleep between 60 and 78 people, stood at the 

site.36 In room VI of the F-G structure, which was a lean-to structure, archeologists found 

many fragments of iron nails and “impressions of some kind of irregular framing 

structure.” Not connected to the walls, this was most likely a boat-building frame like 

those in use in western Norway even today. The vessel under construction measured no 

more than 8 meters long, a typical length for boats used on inland waterways. 37 This 

small size of the L’Anse aux Meadows site, combined with the textual evidence of more 

southerly plants and fish, suggests that the Vikings’ main settlement lay somewhere to 

the south of L’Anse aux Meadows, but barring the discovery of new evidence, we do not 

know where.38  

 On Leif’s initial voyage the Norse did not meet anyone, but when Leif’s brother 

Thorvald returned to Vinland the following year, he encountered indigenous peoples 

whom he called “Skraelings” (a term of contempt probably meaning “wretches”).39 

Thorvald also returned to Greenland after a single season, but the next voyager, Thorfinn 

Karlsefni, who had married Leif’s widowed sister Gudrid, planned to establish a colony. 

 As the sagas tell it, the Norse had mixed relations with the Skraelings. According 

to the Greenlanders’ Saga, they brought “furs and sables and pelts of all kinds,” which 

																																																								
35 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 11. 
36 For a detailed description of each structure, see Wallace, Westward Vikings, 38-48; for 
an estimate of the population, 78. 
37 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 18-19. 
38 A possible second Norse site at Point Rosee on southern Newfoundland has recently 
been identified. See the Nova program “Vikings Unearthed,” which aired April 4, 2016 
on PBS and the accompanying website: http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/ancient/vikings-
unearthed.html. 
39 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 61n1. 
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they traded for milk from the Norse cows that they drank fresh on the spot.40 Erik’s Saga 

tells of a different encounter that began peacefully with the Norse trading red cloth for 

“pelts.” As their supplies of the cloth began to run short, they cut smaller and smaller 

pieces, but the Skraelings still accepted them. The trading ended when one of the Norse 

bulls escaped, terrifying the Skraelings who scattered.   

 When the Skraelings next returned, they lobbed  “a large sphere on a pole,” at the 

Norse camp. “Karlsefni and his men had realized by now that although the land was 

excellent they could never live there in safety or freedom from fear, because of the native 

inhabitants,” Erik’s Saga succinctly explains the decision to leave because of the threat 

posed by the indigenous inhabitants.41 Most commentators agree: the Norse settled 

successfully in places like Greenland and Iceland that had no human inhabitants.42  

 Who were the Skraelings? The peoples the Norse encountered used canoes made 

with skins, the sagas report, as was true of the peoples of the region who lived there 

later.43 In a vivid reminder of the mix of fantasy and reality typical of the sagas, Erik’s 

Saga describes a one-footed creature (unipeds were often thought to live in distant 

borderlands) who shoots and kills Erik’s son Thorvald and then flees north.44 The 

narrative then reports the Norse decision to depart after the third winter. Different 

indigenous groups occupied the area around the site before and after the Norse 

occupation, archaeologists have noted, but no evidence of Amerindian occupation in the 

																																																								
40 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 65. 
41 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 99-100. 
42 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 8. 
43 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 60. 
44 Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 102. 
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year 1000 CE has yet surfaced.45 The peoples that the Norse encountered were most 

likely to have been Ancestral Beothuk (the residents of Newfoundland who died out in 

the early nineteenth century) or the Ancestral Innu peoples of Labrador, who left some 

artifacts at L’Anse aux Meadows from the 12th and 13th centuries.46 

 The Norse left the L’Anse aux Meadows site in an orderly fashion, removing all 

items of value and leaving behind only a few items including the one cloak pin, 

presumably dropped by accident, and a stone lamp, which was maybe too heavy to 

carry.47   

 Norse goods entered the trade networks of the Amerindians, we learn from a 

single penny found at the Goddard site, a large summer settlement in the town of 

Brooklin facing Penobscot Bay, Maine.  It was mainly silver with some copper and lead48 

																																																								
45 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 25 (list of different indigenous archaeological 
cultures). 
46 Wallace, Westward Vikings, 87-88 shows the remains associated with the indigenous 
peoples at the site of L’Anse aux Meadows. See the Maps showing the presence of 
Dorset, Thule, Norse, Ancestral Beothuk, and Ancestral Innu in the years 900, 1100, 
1300, 1500 in Fitzhugh and Ward, North Atlantic Saga, 198. See also: Ralph T. Pastore, 
“Archaeology, History, and the Beothuks,” Newfoundland Studies 9.2 (1993): 260-278; 
Ralph Pastore, “The Collapse of the Beothuk World,” Acadiensis: Journal of the History 
of the Atlantic Region 19.1 (1989): 52-71; Stephen Loring, “Keeping Things Whole: 
Nearly Two Thousand Years of Indian (Innu) Occupation in Northern Labrador,” in C. S. 
Reid (ed.), Boreal Forest and Sub-Arctic Archaeology (London, Ontario: Ontario 
Archaeological Society, 1988), 156-182; William W. Fitzhugh, “Winter Cove 4 and the 
Point Revenge Occupation of the Central Labrador Coast,” Arctic Anthropology 15.2 
(1977): 146-174. 
47 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland,” 25. 
48 Gareth Williams, British Museum, email dated July 11, 2016. “The coin is nominally 
silver, which is to say that it is more silver than anything else, and would have been 
described as silver at the time. However, it may not have contained more than about 50% 
silver with the rest made up of base metals such as lead and copper. The mid-11th 
century saw a reduction in the supply of available silver within northern Europe, as a 
result of which a number of kingdoms, including Norway, debased their currencies from 
the very pure silver that they had previously used.  Incidentally, I think that most of us in 
the field now accept the Maine penny as a genuine North American find, although the 
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and minted between 1065 and 1080. Archeologists conclude that the Norse penny must 

have been brought by the Norse to a northern site somewhere in Baffin Island, Labrador, 

or Newfoundland, and then trickle-traded by the locals until it arrived in Maine. No other 

Norse artifacts were found at Goddard, a clear indication that the penny was a trade good, 

not a sign of Norse occupation.49 

Figure 2: Norse Penny from North Atlantic Saga, 206. Caption: The penny (1.6 cm 

diameter) was not used as money; a hole drilled into it allowed it to be worn as necklace 

or sewn onto clothing and later caused part of the coin to break off. Source: Maine State 

Museum 30.42.01. 

  With an expansive view of the Atlantic coast, the Goddard Site lay at the center 

of a trade network whose nodes are indicated by the distinctive regional cherts found at 

the site. Chert, like flint, sparked easily and was used to make fire-starting tools. Thirty 

tools and several hundred flakes of Ramah chert, the distinctive translucent silicate whose 

source is the Ramah Bay in Labrador, link the Maine site with points farther north while 

other cherts came from the Great Lakes region and Pennsylvania. The presence of the 

Norse penny at the site suggests that some Viking goods may have been traded across 

this region. 

 The sagas mention only a few commodities from the Americas that Europeans 

desired. In Norway, Karlsefni was able to sell a carved boat “gable-head” made from an 

																																																																																																																																																																					
circumstances of the find suggest that it is more likely to have made its way to Maine in 
native hands than through direct contact, although we will never know for certain.” 
49 Steven L. Cox, “A Norse Penny From Maine,” in William W. Fitzhugh and Elisabeth J. 
Ward, Vikings: The North Atlantic Saga (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 
2000), 206-207. Note that none of the alleged Viking runestones found in Minnesota or 
elsewhere in America is genuine. 
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American wood (mosuri, possibly maple), to a man from Bremen, Germany.50 And when 

Leif married Thorgunna (this before his trip to the Americas), he presented her with a gift 

of a gold ring, homespun cloth from Greenland, and a “belt of walrus ivory,” surely 

appealing because of the unusual material.51 Walrus ivory found a ready audience in 

northern Europe throughout medieval times, especially when supplies from Africa 

tapered off after 1000.52 Furs seldom survive in an archeological context, but 

archeologically excavated textiles from the Farm Beneath the Sand in Greenland 

contained the fur of five different animals: sheep, goat, oxen, brown bear, and bison. The 

first three lived on Greenland, but brown bear and bison do not, suggesting that skins of 

these animals must have been imported from North America.53   

 The lack of valuable trade goods from the Americas suggests another reason the 

Norse chose not to stay: no North American good was sufficiently valuable to sustain a 

permanent colony, although lumber was the one American commodity for which demand 

held steady at least in the North Atlantic. As the sagas recount, the Norse frequently went 

on voyages in search of specific goods, often lumber for a chief who wanted to enlarge 

his own dwelling.54 After the first winter, when Leif sailed home, he spotted some fifteen 

shipwrecked Norwegians on a reef near Greenland. After he had delivered them to safety 

																																																								
50 Vinland Sagas, 71. 
51 Vinland Sagas, 85. 
52 Anabel Rodriguez, American Museum of Natural History, interview notes March 11, 
2015. 
53 Joel Bergland, “The Farm Beneath the Sand,” in Fitzhugh and Ward, The Atlantic 
Saga, 295-303, especially 300: Winroth, Age of the Vikings, 65.  
54 Samson, “Fighting with Silver,” 125. 
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(gaining the nickname Leif the Lucky after the rescue), he returned to the reef to pick up 

the lumber that he had unloaded, a sure sign of the wood’s value.55  

 In contrast to Vinland, the European mainland offered manufactured goods, 

particularly swords, daggers, and other metallic objects, in addition to the all-important 

comestibles of flour and salt.56 The Norse residing in Greenland and Iceland had to trade 

with Scandinavia in order to survive, but were not similarly dependent on mainland 

America.   

 Even after the Norse left Newfoundland, they returned to obtain lumber, always in 

short supply in Greenland and Iceland, until the mid-1300s when they began to abandon 

the settlements in Greenland, most likely because of the cooling climate.57 The final 

record of occupation in Greenland is a wedding certificate from the Hvalsey church in 

1408. 

 Word of the Norse landings in North America circulated in Europe for a few 

centuries. Sometime around 1076, Adam of Bremen recorded the Danish king’s account 

of the Norse voyages to Vinland in his history of the bishopric at Bremen, which 

described the on-going Christianization of Scandinavia, Iceland, and Greenland. Adam’s 

straightforward account includes some dubious nuggets: “the people there [in Greenland} 

are greenish from the salt water, whence, too, that region gets its name.”58 Yet even this 

statement is valuable, because it shows the kinds of tales circulating at the time. The king 

of the Danes, Sven Estridsen, “spoke also of yet another island of the many found in that 

																																																								
55 Vinland Sagas, 59. 
56 Wallace, “Norse in Newfoundland, 32. 
57 Anders, Conversion, 55n5; Jones, A History of the Vikings, 295-303. 
58 Adam of Bremen, History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen, translated by 
Francis J. Tschan, introduction by Timothy Reuter (New York: Columbia University 
Press, 2002), 218.  
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ocean,” reports Adam. “It is called Vinland because vines producing excellent wine grow 

wild there. That unsown crops also abound on that island we have ascertained not from 

fabulous reports but from the trustworthy relation of the Danes. Beyond that island, he 

said, no habitable land is found in that ocean, but every place beyond it is full of 

impenetrable ice and intense darkness.”59 A few other manuscripts in Icelandic, dated 

between 1121 and 1400, also mention Vinland.60 

 Adam’s testimony offers a glimpse of how information about distant peoples was 

transmitted: he recorded what the king of Denmark told him about Vinland, but the 

account of Vinland received little notice in subsequent centuries. It was just another 

account of a dangerous place on the edge of the world, similar to so many others in 

medieval writings.61 When compared to other meetings around the year 1000, the 

encounter between the Norse and the Amerindians had little impact beyond the 

introduction of a few trade goods into existing trade networks and the continued export of 

lumber to Greenland. As far as the archeological record reveals, the Norse did not 

introduce any diseases or technologies to the indigenous peoples of North America 

perhaps their contacts were so fleeting. 

 

The Vikings Go East 

 The Norse used a variety of boats, some quite long, others shorter and more 

portable, to travel east down the Volga, Dnieper, and smaller rivers of Eastern Europe, 

																																																								
59 Adam of Bremen, History of the Archbishops of Hamburg-Bremen, 219. 
60 Wallace, Westward Vikings, 20-21. 
61 Roberta Frank, English Department, Yale University, interviewed in New Haven, July 
12, 2016.  There is a remote possibility that Columbus knew of the Viking voyages. See 
Magnusson and Palsson (trans.), The Vinland Sagas, 42-43.. 
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seizing plunder whenever they could. Linking the Baltic with the Black and Caspian 

Seas, these rivers traversed relatively flat terrain, where it was easy to portage from the 

end of one river to the beginning of another.62 Starting around 800, these routes started to 

receive heavy use, as the emergence of the trading cities of Staraya Ladoga, Brika, and 

Hedeby all indicates. Russian-language sources refer to these traders as Rus’, a term best 

understood as a label for merchants from Scandinavia, not a clear ethnic marker. 63 

Wherever they went, the Rus’ mixed with local peoples and were fully integrated within 

a few generations.64 

 Like the Norse in Iceland, Greenland, and Vinland, the Rus’ active in Eastern 

Europe followed the same social practices as in Scandinavia. Chieftains had large 

followings whom they fed, clothed, and rewarded with a share of the loot from raiding. 

This basic pattern in Scandinavian society began to change around the year 1000 as the 

first kings came to power. (Similar changes were occurring throughout Western Europe.) 

They rewarded their followers with land, not simply silver, and they shifted from 

plundering their enemies to collecting taxes from their subjects on a regular basis. 

 The changing composition of Viking hoards reflects these broader changes. The 

largest hoards date to the eighth or early ninth century and contain many silver arm rings, 

which chieftains used to reward their followers, and silver coins. The outstanding 

example is the Spillings hoard from the Swedish island of Gotland; buried after 870, it 

contains 486 armbands and 14,295 coins, many minted by the Abbasid caliphs.65 

Gradually silver coins came to displace armbands. Another hoard from Gotland, buried 

																																																								
62 Winroth, Age of the Vikings, 114-115. 
63 Winroth, Conversion of Scandinavia, 96.  
64 John Fennell, A History of the Russian Church to 1448 (New York: Longman, 1995) 4. 
65 Winroth, Conversion of Scandinavia, 47, 67.   
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just after 991, included silver spirals but no armbands. It also held 1911 coins: 1298 with 

Arabic legends, 591 from Germany, 11 from Bulghār (the Volga emirate), 6 from 

England, 3 from Byzantium, and 2 from Bohemia.66 By the year 1000, Danish hoards 

contain all coins and no silver objects. Another important change: Scandinavian 

monarchs begin to mint their own coins, a sign of their increased power within their 

realms.67 

 As Abbasid coins flowed west, Scandinavian goods flowed east. The most visible 

export was slaves. Before the early 10th century, the united Abbasid empire, and later the 

Abbasid successor states imported high numbers of slaves from Scandinavia, Central 

Asia, and Africa.68 In the 1070s Adam of Bremen commented on the gold stores on 

Zealand island, Denmark, which pirates had accumulated from trading slaves: these 

Vikings, Adam said, “have no faith in one another, and as soon as one of them catches 

another, he mercilessly sells him into slavery, either to one of his fellows or to a 

barbarian.”69 Commentators writing in Arabic also document the Rus’ participation in the 

slave trade. Ibn Rusta, writing between 903 and 913, reports about the Rus’: “They treat 

their slaves well and dress them suitably, because for them they are an article of trade.”  

 He also commented on the importance of the fur trade. “They earn their living by 

																																																								
66 Winroth, Conversion of Scandinavia, 48, Fig. 5, caption. 
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trading in sable, grey squirrel and other furs. They sell them for silver coins which they 

set in belts and wear around their waists,” confirming that the Rus’ did not use the coins 

as money at this point because if they had, they would have spent the coins, not made 

belts from them.70 Writing between 985 and 990, Muqaddasī lists various goods exported 

by the country of Bulghār in the northern Volga River valley in addition to animal skins 

and slaves: wax, arrows, fish teeth [possibly walrus tusks], hazelnuts, falcons, swords and 

armor.71 His list provides no quantities and no additional information, but the swords and 

armor stand out as the rare manufactured goods on the list. 

 Others besides slaves voyaged east from Scandinavia and left visible traces. The 

Hagia Sophia contains at least two graffiti written in Old Norse runes, presumably written 

by members of the Byzantine emperor’s Varangian guard.72 In other locations runestones 

document the existence of Scandinavians who died in far-off places like the rapids of 

Dnieper River or Khwarazm (Khurāsān) in modern Iran.73 Some were the companions of 

Ingvar the Far Traveler (1036-1041), who sailed down the Neva, Lovat, and Dnieper 

Rivers to the Black Sea, crossed it, switched back to river travel through the Caucasus 

before reaching the Caspian Sea.74  
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 As the declining numbers of hoards after 1000 suggests, the links between 

Scandinavia and the Islamic world dwindled at the end of the tenth century, when a 

powerful state arose for the first time in Kiev.75 The founder of the new state, Vladimir, 

was himself a Rus’. Originally based in Novgorod, where his father had installed him as 

ruler, Vladimir gained control of Kiev in the 980s after seizing power from his brothers 

and half-brothers.76 Initially he patronized different deities worshipped by his Norse, 

Slavic, Finnish, and Iranian subjects, but Vladimir then decided to convert to a religion 

with a greater following. 

 In 985, Vladimir weighed the pros and cons of Judaism, Islam, Roman 

Christianity, and Eastern Orthodoxy, as the Russian Primary Chronicle recounts.77 In 

985, when Muslim emissaries from the Volga Bulgars urged him to convert, Vladimir 

rejected Islam because “drinking is the joy of the Rus. We cannot exist without that 

pleasure.” The “Germans,” or the Western European Christians, told him about God’s 

command to fast, but Vladimir rejected their unfamiliar teachings. He also decided 

against the Judaism of the Khazars because, “if God loved you and your faith, you would 

not be thus dispersed in foreign lands.” 78 The text then includes a long section on 

Christian teachings as recounted by a Greek (Byzantine) scholar. Known as the 
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Philosopher’s Speech, this is clearly an interpolation.79 Vladimir decided to wait before 

choosing a faith for this people.  

 In 987, the Primary Chronicle continues, Vladimir dispatched a team of advisors 

first to the Volga Emirate, then to Germany, and finally Constantinople (modern 

Istanbul). On their return, his advisors observed only “sorrow and a dreadful stench” 

among the Volga Emirate Muslims and “beheld no glory” among the Germans. But when 

they visited the Byzantine churches, they said:  “We knew not whether we were in 

heaven or on earth. For on earth there is no such splendor or such beauty, and we are at a 

loss how to describe it. We only know that God dwells there among men, and their 

service is fairer than the ceremonies of other nations. For we cannot forget that beauty.”80 

A year later, in 988, after assisting the Byzantines in battle, and receiving a Byzantine 

princess as his wife, Vladimir chose to convert to Eastern Orthodoxy and underwent 

baptism.  

 Of course, we cannot accept the report in the Primary Chronicle as accurate.81 

The original account of Vladimir’s conversion has been cut apart and awkwardly joined 

to the appropriate years of the annals. The inclusion of the Roman Christians in Germany 

is most likely to be a later interpolation, and the too-neat tripartite scheme of Orthodoxy, 

Islam, and Judaism also raises suspicions. But even if the entire account is an after-the-

fact just-so story written to explain the inevitable – whose religion could Vladimir accept 

if not for that of his most powerful and immediate neighbor? – it still shows that the 
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Christian author of the chronicle knew about the different religions that neighboring 

states had converted to at least by the time of writing in 1113, if not earlier. 

 Vladimir was but one of many rulers choosing to convert to well-established 

religions around the year 1000.82 Multiple Scandinavian and Eastern European rulers 

embraced Christianity at this time, while rulers in North Africa and Central Asia often 

opted for Islam. Farther to the east in Asia, rulers chose between Buddhism and 

Hinduism. The expansion of regions around the year 1000 exposed rulers, often of new 

states in peripheral regions, to the different religions of their neighbors. The clustering of 

these conversions around the year 1000 was the direct result of the increased contacts at 

that time. 

See Chart of Conversions (separate file) 

Nestled Among the Norse, Byzantine, and Arabic-speaking Regions: Western Europe 

 Between 300 and 900 CE, Western Europe had extensive contacts with 

Byzantium, the Abbasid caliphate (750-1258), the Umayyads in Spain (756-1028), and 

the Scandinavians, as Michael McCormick has shown in his magisterial study.83 The 

most plentiful export was slaves (slaves even traveled south across the Mediterranean 

from the Carolingian realm into Africa), and the Europeans also exported goods like 

swords (without handles so that their Norse users could craft their own), Baltic amber, 
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wool, linen, canvas textiles, tin, and furs. Traveling in the opposite direction were relics, 

spices, silks, papyrus, incense, and citrus fruit.84  

 McCormick draws a useful distinction between “virtual” items mentioned in texts 

and actual goods that have been recovered archeologically or transmitted over the 

generations. Texts do not always match archeological finds. Slavery, for example, leaves 

behind few traces in the archeological records – a few metal shackles – because so many 

of the restraints were made of perishable materials. The churches at Hildesheim offer a 

valuable snapshot of the type of goods coming into Europe around the year 1000, for 

example a stunning ivory plate of the crucifixion that is the centerpiece of the rebinding 

of the Small Bernward Gospel commissioned in the tenth century by Bernward of 

Hildesheim (bishop, 993-1022).85 (In later centuries, Muslim craftsmen in Sicily carved 

similar objects from African ivory.)86Almost all the items held in the Hildesheim 

Cathedral Museum (some from St. Michael’s Church) are made from locally obtained 

materials, but the head of the wooden Jesus of the Ringelheim Crucifix, made before 

1022, contained two stones from Jerusalem (with a parchment certificate of authenticity) 

and two bone relics, sourced either locally or from Rome.87 This evidence supports 

McCormick’s conclusions about the importance of relics as a major import into Europe 

before 1000. 
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 Given their proximity, it is not surprising that many of the changes taking place in 

Scandinavia around the year 1000 also occurred in Western Europe. The year 1000 has 

long been recognized as a turning point in European history: before it, chieftains like 

Charlemagne plundered their subjects to generate revenues, while after it, monarchs were 

far more likely to tax their subjects.88 Sedentary agriculture became established in many 

regions after 1000, and the introduction of new farming techniques -- rotating crops, 

using iron plows, and shifting from oxen to horses – gradually brought prosperity to 

Europe. After the year 1000 Europe’s population began to grow steadily, fed by the many 

changes that R. I. Moore has so neatly summed up in the phrase, “cerealization.”89 

 These changes enabled the various powers of Western Europe to repel the 

Vikings, who had been so invincible in earlier centuries. The Age of the Vikings came to 

an end in 1066, European historians concur, with the invasion of England by the Norse 

William the Conqueror, the final successful invasion by a leader of Norse descent. Also, 

William’s administration in England marked a new kind of state, in which rulers awarded 

their followers land, and the farming revenue from those lands made it possible for 

landowners to provide soldiers to the ruler and to pay taxes.90 

 Many of the contacts the Europeans had with the Islamic world, occurred after 

1095, the date of the First Crusade. Multiple technological innovations entered Europe, 

often through the Islamic portals of Sicily and Spain: windmills, from Iran, at the end of 

the twelfth century, Arabic numerals in 1202, paper from China in the thirteenth century, 
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the compass, also from China, by 1300, and skeleton-first shipbuilding techniques before 

1400. 91 In the year 1000 Europe’s geographical position guaranteed it contact with the 

neighboring regions of Scandinavia, Byzantium, and West Asia, but those contacts would 

produce a discernable impact only several centuries later. 

 

The Break-up of the Abbasid Caliphate  

 

 After the death of Muhammad, the rapid conquests of the caliphate created a large 

zone inhabited by Arabic speakers who accepted the authority of first the Rightly Guided 

caliphs (632-661), the Umayyad (661-750), and then the Abbasids (750-1258). The 

cultivation of tropical crops originally from Iran and India, transformed life throughout 

the Abbasid realm by prompting cultivators to work in the summer (which they had not 

previously done), and by the resulting increase in prosperity, as Andrew W. Watson 

demonstrated forty years ago.92 As large as the Abbasid territory was, it enjoyed a high 

degree of integration, because of the hajj pilgrimages, the shared language of Arabic, and 

the flourishing field of geography, whose practitioners produced multiple works usually 

in Arabic, less often in Persian, describing the different places within the empire. 
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  The situation changed in the early 900s, when the empire broke into regional 

kingdoms, all of which continued to recognize the caliph as the head of the Islamic 

church but not as the head of state. As they expanded, these various successor states -- the 

Buyids in modern Iraq, the Almoravids and the Almohads in West Africa and Spain, the 

Fatimids in Egypt and North Africa, the Karakhanids in Central Asia, and the Ghaznavids 

in Afghanistan -- conquered cities previously on the periphery, enlarging the outer 

borders of the Islamic world.93 Conversion did not always follow conquest; sometimes 

local people encountered Muslim traders or missionaries and chose to convert to Islam of 

their own volition.94 

 One type of geographic writing in Arabic sheds considerable light on the 

expansion of world regions around the year 1000: the genre of itineraries and kingdoms 

that Ibn Khurdadhbih (820-912) launched, prompted by the demand from the postal 

service for itineraries with accurate distances from one point to another.95 Books of this 

type listed the places along a given route and the distances among them, described 

merchandise produced or traded in a given town, the residents and any unusual customs, 
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and the nature of Islamic observance, and then moved onto to the next place on the 

itinerary.96 

The Expansion of Post-Abbasid States into Africa 

 These geographic sources are particularly informative about west Africa in the 

tenth and eleventh centuries. Caliphate armies had conquered the north coast of Africa 

between 641 and 708 CE, while the Sahara and sub-Saharan regions remained outside the 

caliphate’s territory.97 In succeeding centuries, the towns north and south of the Sahara, 

such as Sijilmasa north of the Sahara and Awdaghust and Tadmekka south of it gradually 

became predominantly Muslim. In 889, when Ya‘qubi was writing about  

the Bilād al-Sūdān, “the land of the Black peoples,” he had a vague sense that it 

comprised Ghana, Gao, and Kanem, but in 988, when Ibn Ḥawqal (fl. 943-977) revised 

his Picture of the Earth, he was more specific about the locations of multiple towns and 

cities.98  

 Our most detailed description of early sub-Saharan Africa comes from a 

geographer based in Córdoba and Seville named Abū ’Ubayd al-Bakrī (d. 1094), who 

completed a book in the genre of itineraries and kingdoms in 1068. Little is known of al-

Bakrī’s life, but it is certain that he did not travel to the places that he wrote about. He 

acknowledges as a key source the now-lost writings of al-Warrāk (d. 973), and he must 

have spoken with returned travelers because some of his information dates to 1067 or 
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1068, the year he completed his book.99 al-Bakrī’s account, combined with those from 

other Muslim geographers, offers consideraable detail about the spread of Islam across 

West Africa. Initially, north African Muslims traveled south of the Sahara to trade, 

primarily gold from the Bambuk mines between the Senegal and Faleme rivers and Bure 

on the Upper Niger. Eventually local traders whom they encountered gradually converted 

to Islam as well. Al-Bakrī does not divide the local population into Muslim migrants and 

non-Muslim locals; he refers to Muslims and those who follow the king’s religion, 

indicating that some locals had already accepted Islam.100 

  “The gold of Awdaghust is better and purer then than of any other people on 

earth,” al-Bakrī comments, and it was the main good traveling across the Sahara Desert to 

Sijilmāsa.101 Other goods traveled as well: giant blocks of salt from Tātantāl (possibly 

modern Taghāza102), and, of course, slaves. Different towns south of the Sahara shipped 

other goods north: from Awdaghust came gum used to finish shiny brocades in Spain, 

shields made from the hide of different animals, red and blue robes, ambergris from the 

Atlantic, and worked copper.103  

 Al-Bakrī pauses to describe a truly unusual good from the land of the Sūdān 

whose path into Eurasia illustrates the expansion of trade routes: a cloth woven from 

asbestos threads that could pass through flames without ever catching on fire: “A 

trustworthy person” tells al-Bakrī of a “merchant” who brought a “handkerchief made of 

this substance” to Ferdinand the ruler of the Galicians in northwest Spain, or Ferdinand, 
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the king of Léon, in 1037-1065. Believing that it had “belonged to one of the Apostles,” 

Ferdinand presented it to the Byzantine emperor in Constantinople. Others, al-Bakrī 

reports, reported the existence of a different asbestos handkerchief in Baghdad, further 

evidence of African goods traveling to new locations in Europe and West Asia.104  

 Although al-Bakrī, like the anonymous compiler of the Primary Chronicle, sees 

rulers as the primary actors in the conversion of different kingdoms to Islam, he presents 

a more variegated picture of how conversions occurred. In some instances, like Vladimir 

of Kiev, the ruler converted as did his subjects. But in others the rulers converted but 

their subjects did not -- or the subjects converted but the rulers did not. Historians of 

Africa and Russia all acknowledge that the sources privilege royal conversions and 

minimize the roles the less socially prominent; they also realize that conversion to a new 

religion took centuries before it was complete, and that many pre-conversion practices 

persisted for a long time. Even so, the reports of so many conversions around the year 

1000 deserve our attention. 

 Ghana and also Gao, to the east, provide examples of towns where, even though 

the ruler did not convert to Islam, a sizable Muslim population resided.105 In other towns, 

according to al-Bakrī, the ruler converted first. The kingdom of Malal, south of the Upper 

Senegal River, was suffering a long drought. Following the urging of a guest, “a Muslim 

who used to read the Koran and was acquainted with the Sunna,” the ruler converted to 

Islam. The visitor taught the king to recite “some easy passages” and to purify himself for 
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prayer. That Friday, the two men prayed side by side until dawn, when the rain came. Al-

Bakrī ends the anecdote, saying: “He and his descendants after him as well as his nobles 

were sincerely attached to Islam, while the common people of his kingdom remained 

polytheists. Since then their rulers have been given the title of al-musulmānī [the 

Muslims].”106  

  Conversion and trade slowly integrated the Saharan and sub-Saharan realms into 

the Mediterranean economy. Goods like weapons, cloth, and salt moved south across the 

Sahara while gold, ivory, and slaves went north and beyond. Merchants and missionaries 

traveled back and forth across the Sahara as a matter of course, and those going on the 

hajj went even further into West Asia. The previously separated regions of north and west 

Africa came into increasingly close contact in the years before and after 1000. 

Post-Abbasid States in North India and Central Asia 

 As we move eastwards around the glove, we encounter two different states, both 

successors to the Sāmānids (819-999), that were responsible for the expansion of Islam 

into Central Asia and north India: the Karakhanids (before 950-1204) and the Ghaznavids 

(998-1040). Like the Sāmānids, the Ghaznavids were founded by a military leader who 

had been taken as a prisoner of war and became a ghūlam slave serving the ruler.107 

Sometime before 955, the leader of Karakhanids, Satuq Bughra Khan converted to Islam, 

which came into Central Asia much as it had come to north Africa, introduced by Muslim 
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merchants and embraced by those locals who wanted to associate with them.108 Two 

reports, one from Ibn Miskawaih (932-1030), the other from Ibn al-Athīr (1160-1233), 

observe that “200,000 tents of the Turks” converted to Islam.109 The Karakhanids, a 

Turkic state located to the east, in the Xinjiang region of modern China, were their main 

rival. Based in Kashgar, the Karakhanids ordered the destruction of all non-Islamic 

temples, mostly Buddhist, in the areas they controlled.110 As Peter Golden notes, the 

Karakhanids were the first successful Islamic dynasty founded by Turkic speakers.111  

 Coming to power in the late 990s in Afghanistan, Maḥmūd of Ghazna (r. 998-

1030) exemplifies the social formation for which Joseph Fletcher coined the term 

“tanistry.”112 Fletcher’s definition has several key points: rule by the most qualified 

member of the chiefly house of a nomadic society, who was often acclaimed at a group 

meeting after he had vanquished all of his competitors. That ruler rewarded his followers 

by giving them a share of the plunder whenever he conquered new territories. 113 Because 

of this reward structure, the leader had a strong incentive to continue to conquer new 

territory. If he stopped, his followers could easily switch to a rival leader who offered 
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them more. The pattern matches much of what we saw above for the Vikings, with the 

crucial difference that Fletcher derived his model from the Mongols. Following the 

classic pattern of tanistry, the Ghaznavid ruler Maḥmūd (r. 998-1030) conquered and 

looted different towns to support his armies and the Persian bureaucrats of his state. 

Although modern South Asian historians portray his conquests as anti-Hindu, the 

continuous need for plunder for his followers also underlay the conquests.114 

 Maḥmūd’s model of governance included the patronage of prominent Muslim 

scholars, and the famous scholar al-Bīrūnī (973-after 1050) came to the capital at Ghazna 

in 1017 after the collapse of the Khwarazm khanate in Gurganj (also spelled Jurjān).115 

al-Bīrūnī spent more than a decade studying Sanskrit and writing his Description of India 

(completed in 1030), a genuine monument of scholarship that displayed a profound 

understanding of his subject. The contact between Islam and Hinduism did not result 

simply in an increase of knowledge: thousands of prisoners-of-war were forced to move 

north and become slaves in Ghaznavid territory.  

 Sometimes allies, sometimes enemies, the Ghaznavids and Karakhanids 

connected Central Asia and north India, which had not previously been in contact with 

each other. Military alliances prompted other exchanges; when envoys traveled back and 

forth with gifts, they were bringing information as well. After several decades of fighting, 

the Ghaznavids and Karakhanids reached a temporary peace in 1025. When the two 

leaders met at Samarkand in April that year, they agreed to the marriage of the son of the 
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Karakhanid leader, Qadïr Khan, to the daughter of Maḥmūd.116 And when the 

Karakhanids introduced their allies to the Ghaznavids, as they did at that time, to the 

Liao-dynasty rulers of north China, the newly formed connections spanned an even 

greater area. 

  

Kitan Rule of North Asia  

 At the time of the marriage, the Karakhanids were already allied with the Kitan, a 

Mongolo-Turkic tribe who had gained control of the grasslands north of China during the 

tenth century.117 al-Marwāzī (fl.1056-1120) provides the fullest documentation about a 

diplomatic overture made by the Kitan emperor Shengzong (reigned 982-1031) in 1024 

to Maḥmūd of Ghazna (now spelled Ghazni) in Afghanistan. Emperor Shengzong sent a 

representative to accompany an envoy from the Uighur khaganate (most likely at 

Ganzhou)118 to proceed to Ghazna in Afghanistan (150 km south of Kabul). The envoy, 

Qatilunka carried a letter, probably in Turkic, asking initiate diplomatic relations, but 

Maḥmūd rejected the overture on the grounds that Shengzong was not Muslim, saying 

“Peace and truce are possible only so far as to prevent war and fighting. This is no faith 

uniting us that we should be in close relations. Great distance creates security for both of 

us against any perfidy. I have no need of close relations with you until you accept Islam. 
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And that is all.”119 Maḥmūd’s letter is significant because it shows that people at the time, 

and not just modern historians, understood the world in terms of regional blocs defined 

by religion.  

 Although Maḥmūd rejected the Liao overture, a series of archeological finds of 

royal tombs in today’s Inner Mongolia shows that goods produced over west Asia 

circulated within the Liao realm. Glass and bronze vessels from Egypt, Syria, and Iran 

were buried in 1018 in the joint burial of a Kitan princess and her husband.120  The tomb 

also contained amber whose chemical signature indicates its Baltic origins, confirming 

the observation of al-Marwāzī (fl.1056-1120) that the Chinese, and presumably the Kitan, 

preferred “Slavonic” amber.121  

 Although many goods entered from west Asia, the core of the Kitan realm lay 

north of Beijing, in modern Inner Mongolia and Liaoning. Starting in the 900s, the Kitan 

had used their powerful cavalry to defeat many of the tribal leaders in the north Asian 

steppes who then accepted the Kitan as their overlords and submitted tribute to them. The 

Chinese-language dynastic history contains extensive lists of the gifts the Kitan received 
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from these subject peoples: different types of furs, including ermine and gray mole, 

livestock like camels and cattle but most importantly horses, which were crucial to the 

strength of the Kitan cavalry.122 The tombs of Kitan nobility also contain items made 

from imported materials like agate, rhinoceros horn, coral, ivory, and amber. These goods 

were not only in the tombs of the wealthiest; tomb paintings from Xuanhua, a town to the 

northwest of modern Beijing that had a mixed Kitan and Chinese population, show that 

well-off officials painted similar items on their tomb walls in the hope that they would 

own them in the next world.123 

 After nearly a century of fighting with the different Chinese states to the south 

and the Song dynasty, which reunified China in 960, the Kitan forces invaded north 

China, prompting the Song to sue for peace in 1004; the Liao and the Song signed the 

Treaty of Chanyuan with the Song dynasty in 1005. The Song agreed to pay 100,000 

taels of silver and 200,000 bolts of silk, (later increased to 200,000 taels of silver and 

300,000 bolts of silk in 1042). Most of the money came back to the Song, contributing to 

continuing Song prosperity through the twelfth century.124  

 The Treaty of Chanyuan changed the balance of power in East Asia, establishing 

the Liao as the top military power. After it was signed, the neighboring countries of 

Japan, Korea, and the Karakhanids prioritized diplomatic relations with the Liao over the 

Song dynasty of China. Although some smuggling of Liao horses to the south, and Song 
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books, maps, weapons, and coins occurred, the Treaty of Chanyuan established a new 

border between north Asia and Song China that lasted more than a century. 125 Because 

the Kitan dominated the trade to the north, the Song Chinese had to turn away and focus 

on Southeast Asia.   

  

The Indian Ocean Trade 

  

 The trade route connecting the Chinese port of Guangzhou (Canton), the Persian 

Gulf port of Basra, and the East African coast, was the longest nautical route in regular 

use before Columbus.126 Chinese coins and pottery shards dating to the 800s and 900s 

have surfaced at East African sites like Manda and Kilwa, and the evidence from the port 

city of Siraf on the Persian Gulf indicates that the trade between China and East Africa 

was already well underway around 800.127 Handsewn dhows, like the Beilitung (830 

CE)128 and  Intan (920-960)129 shipwrecks, carried frankincense and myrrh, both costly 

aromatics sourced from the Arabian peninsula or the Horn of Africa, to China, where 

Islamic traders traded for the Chinese-manufactured ceramics and silk so coveted in their 
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homelands.130  Before 1000, these dhow vessels, most made in the Arab world or India, 

dominated the Indian Ocean trade, and China imported goods largely from the Islamic 

world.131  

 Sometime after 1000, in 1003 or 1005, the Srivijaya ruler, based in modern 

Indonesia and Malaysia, financed a temple to his father in Nagapattinam, the most 

important port in the Chola realm in south India. These temples helped to create alliances 

among different rulers in distant locations while focusing power in one spot on the site of 

the temple, a new type of link among far-flung states.132 In 1025 the Chola rulers 

dispatched a naval fleet to Sumatra and the Malay Peninsula.133 Most of the information 

about the Cholas comes from inscriptions in Indic languages, which record these voyages 

and the donations of rulers to different temples in Southeast Asia.  

  After 1000, due to technological advantages like the shipboard compass and 

watertight wooden compartments, Chinese ships began to displace Arab vessels in Asian 

waters.134 The Angkor Wat temples of Cambodia, particularly the Bayon temple at 

Angkor Thom, built in the twelfth century, contain beautiful friezes documenting the 

presence of Indians, who had been influential for centuries, and Chinese, who were 
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relative newcomers. On-going excavations of shipwrecks (fueled by PRC expansion into 

the South Seas) provide fresh materials for understanding China’s export trade and its 

impact on local society. Chinese merchants dispatched ships as long as 80 feet to 

Southeast Asia to obtain a wide variety of goods, including incense and other fragrant 

woods, which were subject to government monopoly control.135 During these centuries, 

Chinese consumers rubbed their bodies with fragrant imported substances like rose water 

while they burned vast quantities of incense and other fragrant woods to perfume the air 

in their homes.136  

 Foreign trade was so common during the Song that mathematical textbooks 

included word problems asking students to calculate the division of profits among 

partners who bought shares in a single ship filled with trade goods from Southeast Asia. 

Qin Jiushao’s Mathematical Treatise in Nine Sections (1247 AD) includes the following 

problem: “Assume that there is a sea-going junk which has been to the customs station 

and cleared off its obligations. Apart from the goods to be paid to the owner of the ship 

there remain 5,088 ounces of aquilaria agallocha [gharu-wood], 10,430 packets of 40 

catties each of black pepper, and 212 pairs of elephant tusks. These have been brought by 

A, B, C, and D as the result of their joint capital (heben).” The rest of the problem 
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concerns the calculation of each partner’s share.137 The problem features gharuwood 

because it – as Wheatley explains, “a pathologically diseased fragrant wood yielded by 

about half the trees comprising the genus Aquilaria” -- was the most common aromatic 

imported from Southeast Asia, where it grew on both the continent and the islands.138   

 The Chinese port city of Quanzhou, in modern Fujian province, reflected China’s 

increasing involvement in southeast Asia. The Song dynasty named the first 

Superintendant of Maritime Trade (shibosi) in Guangzhou in 971, Hangzhou in 989, 

Ningbo in 992, and Quanzhou in 1087.139 These officials supervised all the ships entering 

their cities, inspecting cargo, setting aside the monopoly goods the Song government 

bought at a fixed rate, and then allowing the visiting merchants to sell the rest of their 

cargo. They also issued licenses to Chinese merchants leaving the port under their 

supervision. As the quantities of goods from Southeast Asia increased, a grading system 

gradually came into place. Derek Heng argues that the development of such a system had 

three preconditions: 1. quantities had to be sufficiently large that the quality varied; 2. 

those trading the good had to know its geographic origin; and 3. a central agency must 

have collated “the knowledge of foreign products.”140 

 Foreign traders did not simply visit Quanzhou. They settled there, with Muslims 

building the first mosque 1009/10,141 and South Indians building a Buddhist temple 

between 984 and 988, as we learn from Zhao Rugua’s 1225 Description of Foreign 
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Peoples.142 This important source, written by a member of the imperial household who 

also served as Imperial Trade Commissioner, Zhao Rugua (1170-1228), provides detailed 

information about all of Song China’s trade partners, including those in east Africa and 

the Mediterranean.143 

 Throughout this period, the main direction for Song expansion was south and then 

west. The Chinese did not venture east of the Philippines in the Pacific Ocean, which 

marked the end of the world known to them. As Zhao Rugua explains, “East [of Java] 

you come to the [Ocean]-Sea and to where the waters flow downward; there is the 

kingdom of women. Still farther east is the Weilü, the end of the habitable world.”144  

 But others were pushing eastwards. The Chinese did not know about it, but the 

settlement of the Pacific islands was occurring in the same centuries that they were active 

in Southeast Asia.  It was a long-term process, taking more than 2,000 years. As finds of 

Lapita pottery on Macronesia and Polynesia indicate, Micronesians began to journey east 

by boat, in the direction of prevailing winds, around 1500 BCE, and reached New 

Zealand possibly in 900 CE (recent Carbon-14 dates have revised the widely accepted 

date of 1350 CE).145 (Regular voyages between Southeast Asia and Australia, first settled 

40,000 years ago, did not occur until around 1500, when Chinese demand for sea slugs 
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exhausted the Southeast Asian supply and prompted their harvesting on the north 

Australian coast.)146  

 Archeologists vigorously debate whether anyone or anything from South America 

traveled in the opposite direction across the Pacific (the route taken by the sweet potato). 

Recent discoveries of Latin American weeds on Easter Island and the Galapagos suggest 

some movement between the Pacific Islands and Latin America, certainly by seeds or 

birds, less likely by mammals or humans. On-going DNA analysis should help resolve 

these debates. The most likely conclusion – at least right now – is that a manmade object 

or unusual shell could have made the voyage across the Pacific, but Asian voyagers did 

not journey east across the Pacific to South America until after 1492. 

 

Mesoamerica  

 From ancient times, trade networks crisscrossing North and South America 

carried beautiful shells, brightly colored live birds, bird feathers, obsidian, and ramah 

chert, which was traded long before the turn of the Common Era. Because there are no 

written sources for the Americas in the year 1000 – the last Maya inscription is dated 

910147 and surviving sources in Nahuatl date to the time of the Spaniards148 – the analyst 
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must depend entirely on archeological evidence to see the expansion of regions at this 

time. 

 The cultural zone with the broadest contacts across North and South America was 

that of the Maya, whose homeland was the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico. Archeologists 

see the period of their greatest dynamism occurring between 250 and 900 CE, or the 

Classic Period, when their urban settlements reached a large size, artistic output peaked, 

and they used their writing system to implement a sophisticated Venus-based calendar.149  

 But the post-Classic period saw important innovations at the two centers of Tula 

and Chichén Itzá, and evidence of the spread of Maya cultural traits to places that had not 

been in contact prior to 1000. Ballcourts, so emblematic of Mayan society, spread to the 

north, and reached Wupatki, Arizona, sometime after 1100.150  Traces of theobromine, 

the telltale signature of chocolate, found on the bottom of cylindrical vessels from Chaco 

Canyon in New Mexico substantiate the trade with the Maya.151 The Pueblo Bonito 

structure at Chaco produced fourteen carcasses of scarlet macaws, a bird that the Maya 

valued for their bright color feathers, and a sign of cultural influence on the Chaco 

residents152 Turquoise traveled in the opposite direction, to the Maya heartland from the 

southwest of the USA. 
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 Traditionally the Maya did not work gold or any other metal and valued jade 

instead. But the sacred cenote at Chichén Itzá contains the first gold artifacts in a Mayan 

context, suggesting contacts to the south as well. Metallurgical techniques traveled up the 

west coast of Latin America from the Andes to Panama, arriving sometime around 700, 

and from there to Chichén Itzá, sometime around 900. 

 Scholars have tended to assume that most Mayan trade was overland, but a new 

approach emphasizes the importance of water travel and the ocean.153 The ocean 

provided the Maya with many valued commodities: shark’s teeth, spondylus shells, and 

stingray spines, so important to ritual bloodletting.154 An important eyewitness account 

from Christopher Columbus’s son Ferdinand, written in 1502 at the island of Guanaja 

(off the coast of the northern Honduras), testifies to the size of a Maya canoe: “as long as 

a [Venetian] galley and eight feet wide.” The canoes of the Taino people were even 

larger, carrying 70 or 80 people.155 Voyages from the Yucatan to Cuba show that the 

Maya navigators did not simply hug the shore; they ventured out into open waters, too. 

Isla Cerritos, the port island for Chichén Itzá was on the coast of the Yucatan, 90 

kilometers (56 miles) to the north. Some goods arrived from the west: obsidian from 

Veracruz and Hidalgo, shiny plumbate ceramics from western Guatemala, and turquoise 
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from the southwestern US. Others, like gold and an alloy of gold and copper called 

tumbaga originated in Costa Rice and Panama.156 

 Visual evidence from Chichén Itzá suggests that different ships came from the far 

north. Murals from the Temple of the Warriors157 (Figures 3 and 4) and the Las Monjas 

nunnery158 (Figure 5) show boats with carved bows and blond-haired, blue-eyed captives 

that certainly resemble Norsemen. Even more suggestive is the boat shown in a mural 

from the Monjas nunnery, which distinctly has planks, the hallmark of the Viking clinker 

construction. These cannot be Amerindian boats because the Mayans and all the 

neighboring peoples used dugout canoes. 159  The timing is perfect: the Norsemen were in 

Newfoundland just at this time, and, as we have seen, multiple ships were blown off 

course. Apparently one must have landed on the Yucatan peninsula, which was some 

4500 km (2800 miles) from Newfoundland, a long but still plausible distance for a ship 

blown into the Atlantic to cover. 

 Chichén Itzá provides the final link in the chain connecting the regions of the 

world for the first time circa 1000. Some of the connections are more certain than others. 

The Norse voyaged west to Newfoundland and as far east as Constantinople. Islamic 

envoys, travelers, missionaries, and soldiers reached West Africa, Central Asia, and 
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North India. While the Kitan rulers of the north Asian grasslands received gifts from 

Muslim envoys and the northern peoples under their rule, the Song Chinese traded with 

countries in Southeast Asia, India, and east Africa. It seems unlikely that anyone made it 

across the Pacific from Asia to South America, but Polynesian voyagers may have 

reached New Zealand by 900. 

 Globalization in 1000 was a soft opening. Unlike 1492, there was no mass die-out 

of the native Americans, no large-scale movement of peoples from one continent to 

another, no abrupt Columbian exchange of plants and animals between the Americas and 

Afro-Eurasia (although some crops spread across Afro-Eurasia). Even so, the changes of 

the year 1000 deserve our attention because the world became more interconnected than 

it had been in previous centuries – and interconnected in ways that intensified in the 

centuries leading up to Columbus’s arrival in the Americas.  
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